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Massachusetts Political Website Hits 250,000 Page Views
Aggregator provides comprehensive, up-to-the-minute state political news
(Cambridge) – Two Massachusetts political veterans have joined forces to create a
new website for all the state’s political news and it’s as hot as the latest news cycle.
MASSCAPITOLNEWS.com —a favorite of legislators, lobbyists, media members
and the politically astute—last week reached 250,000 page views in just three
months of operation.
David Mattei of Cambridge and Patrick Scully of Everett created the website with
the intent of providing one place on the web for Massachusetts political news. It’s
growing exponentially, beyond expectations.
“We knew there was a place in the market for this site,” Mattei said.
“Massachusetts is a hotbed for political activity and rather then hunt all over the
state for political news, we have it all on MASSCAPITOLNEWS.com. It’s curated
by political experts so readers know they are getting everything they want and
nothing they don’t,” he said.
Added Scully, “The difference between our site and email newsletters or even
newspaper sites is that we update constantly—all day, all weekend, even holidays.
That’s why our readers check back two, three, four or more times a day. The news
doesn’t wait until the next morning and neither does MASSCAPITOLNEWS.com”
Both editors have extensive political backgrounds. Mattei is a former campaign
manager for state Rep. Mike Connolly (MA), aide to Cambridge City Councillor
Dennis Carlone (MA), and finance director for attorney general candidate Chris
Mattei (CT).

Scully is the founder of Scully Communications, a TV & radio political analyst
and journalist, former communications director for the state Senate Democrats in
the Connecticut General Assembly, public relations principal at Sullivan &
LeShane, and has run a number of campaign communications operations including
the historic campaign of now-New Haven, Conn. Mayor Toni Harp.
Mattei and Scully have also now launched the MASSCAPITOLNEWS.com Podcast
with a beautiful studio in Cambridge. The show will feature candidates for this
year’s election cycle as well as advocacy groups and other political experts. Stay
tuned for more on this.
Mattei and Scully are available for interviews on the very latest in Massachusetts
political news as the election season heats up.
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